
Mars

1. Noun

2. Noun

3. Verb - Base Form

4. Proper Noun

5. Verb - Base Form

6. Noun - Plural

7. Adjective

8. Adjective

9. Noun

10. Noun

11. Noun

12. Adjective

13. Proper Noun

14. Noun

15. Noun

16. Verb - Base Form
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Mars

Mars

As a Noun , you might think Noun is fun huh? Well sike! Verb - Base Form to

Proper Noun can have some consequences. You might Verb - Base Form it's as simple as that, but

nope! It has some big Noun - Plural . You will need to go through Adjective , Adjective

training. You can also have hearing loss and also worsen vision. Going to Mars can also kill you. If you want to

go to Mars, you might need to re-think because Mars is dangerous.

There are many reasons of why going to Noun is dangerous but one big reason is that Mars is a freeze-

dried desert. According to source 3, there is no water on Mars for the astronauts to drink. Without water,

Noun won't be able to live because you are going to die from Noun . Another reason is because

of the weather. The weather is freezing cold according to source 2. Because of this, the astronauts could freeze to

death without anything warmth to help. You wouldn't want that huh? This is why going to mars is dangerous.

Another reason of why going to Mars is Adjective is because you could have some deadly things on your

body. One thing is deadly Martian Microbes according to source 3. You wouldn't want this on your back while

coming back to Proper Noun because if you do, you might spread a new and unknown disease all over the

world. You could also kill off some life in Mars from Earth germs you have on your body. This could affect the

scientists who has a hypothesis of the red planet having life. Wouldn't you be Noun to know if there is

life on Mars? Well I would. There would be no more life in Mars if the Noun Verb - Base Form

them with the earth germs. But who knows...

The



final and maybe the biggest reason is because there are many questions that are unanswered
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